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since the pioneering work of robert J dwyer historians including helen papanikolas and T edgar lyon have taken an interest in the non mormon population of the beehive state like
papanikolas simmonds has studied the development of a gentile
community within a single region of utah
simmonds book begins with a description of cache valley
in 1875
1873 and moves to a discussion of the creation of a gentile enclave within the mormon community unlike either carbon county
cormons were
or salt lake city gentiles the cache county non mormons
largely apostates who had originally gathered as converts to zion
this insight is undoubtedly the significant aspect of simmonds
study one suspects that the gentile population of most cities and
towns in the mormon domain were more like those in cache
county than those in carbon and salt lake counties where the
gentile community consisted principally of outsiders with a sprinkling of apostates
simmonds assigns essentially four reasons for the apostasies
apost asies
1
the
which led to the establishment of the gentile community
establishment of the episcopal church in logan which became
possible following the relatively easy access provided by the utah
and northern railroad 2 the lyn
lynching
lunching
ching of charles benson son
of the late apostle ezra taft benson 3 the development of the
cooperative movement and 4 the construction of the logan tabeer
rnacle

the

evidence of the effect of the cooperative movement and
the construction of the logan tabernacle seem to this reviewer
conclusive the missionary and school efforts of the episcopal and
other churches seem also to have had an effect most tenuous
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however is the connection between the benson lynching
lunching and the
apostasies
apost asies here the evidence is largely post hoc with no causal
connection shown
from a discussion of the causes the study proceeds to a consideration of the effects and the eventual resolution of the conflicts
battles over land together with the establishment of protestant
mission schools in a number of cache valley communities are
studied most closely the study then deals with the success in the
efforts to americanize cache valley followed by a consideration
of the reconciliation
reconcilation of the mormon and gentile communities after
statehood the final two fifths of the book is biographical consisting of sketches of some of the prominent gentiles
sonie minor factual errors such as the
sonic
the book is marred by some
assertion p 61 that john A rawlins was the republican and
frank J cannon the democratic candidate for congressional delegate in 1892 but the major difficulty with the book seems to have
been in its conceptualization rhe
the gentiles are studied only as they
mormons
relate to the cormons
Mor mons there is little effort to consider the unique
aspects as papanikolas did with the greeks of carbon county
why for instance did some who converted from mormonism become evangelical and some liturgical protestants simmonds seems
to be unaware of the differences between the two types of denominations what customs and activities developed within the gentile
community were there significant differences in the lives of those
living in various portions of the gentile community A study entitled the gentile comes to cache valley ought to have given
some consideration to these questions
nevertheless this book is a fine beginning the major insight
into the makeup of the gentile population is sufficient to warrant
scholarly and popular attention it is hoped that simmonds and
other scholars will attempt to answer the questions raised above
and above all
ail
ali that studies will be made of other gentile communities
allthat
in mormon areas
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